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Rezumat

Hepatectomia este singurul tratament potenţial curativ al 
tumorilor hepatice, dar rămâne o provocare în cazul leziunilor
multiple bilobare şi a celor situate în vecinătatea hilului hepatic
şi/sau a venelor hepatice. Chirurgia regenerativă a ficatului
foloseşte capacitatea unică a acestuia de a creşte după pierdere
tisulară şi privarea vasculară. Toate conceptele incluse în această
strategie terapeutică vizează creşterea rezecabilităţii tumorilor
hepatice prin stimularea procesului de hipertrofiere a ficatului
restant. Multe dintre aceste tehnici au evoluat în ultimele
decenii. ALPPS (partiţionarea hepatică asociată cu ligatura 
de vena portă pentru hepatectomie în doi timpi) este o tehnică
avansată care combină ligatura venei porte drepte şi partiţionarea
parenchimatoasă, ce a dat naştere la numeroase variante, toate cu
scopul comun de a extinde rezectabilitatea. Acest articol trece în
revistă tehnicile disponibile în prezent pentru chirurgia hepatică
regenerative, concentrându-se asupra ALPPS, analizând 
mecanismele de regenerare hepatică, indicaţiile, avantajele,
dezavantajele, rezultatele şi perspectivele acesteia.

chirurgie hepatică regenerativă, ALPPS (partiţio-
narea hepatică asociată cu ligatura de vena portă pentru hepatec-
tomie în doi timpi), metastaze hepatice de origine colorectală, 
carcinoma hepatocelular, colangiocarcinom
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Abstract
Hepatectomy is the only potentially curative treatment of
hepatic tumors, but remains challenging in case of 
multiple, bilobar lesions and those located in the 
vicinity of the hepatic hilum and hepatic veins.
Regenerative liver surgery utilizes the unique ability of
the liver to re-grow after tissue loss and vascular depri-
vation. All concepts subsumed under this term aim to
increase the resectability of hepatic tumors by stimu-
lating growth of future liver remnant. Many of these
techniques have evolved over the last decades. ALPPS
(associated liver partition and portal vein ligation for
staged hepatectomy) is an advanced technique combining
portal vein ligation and parenchymal transection which
gave rise to many variants, all with the common 
goal of extending resectability. This article reviews 
techniques currently available for regenerative liver
surgery focusing on ALPPS, its mechanisms of liver
regeneration, indications, advantages, drawbacks,
results and future perspectives.

regenerative liver surgery, ALPPS, colorectal
liver metastases, hepatocellular carcinoma, cholangio-
carcinoma 

Introduction

Hepatectomy is the only potentially curative
treatment of hepatic tumors. In particular, 
multiple bilobar lesions and those located in
the vicinity of the hepatic hilum and the
hepatic veins remain a challenge as this 
surgery involves a high risk of insufficient
remnant liver volume, which can lead to post-
operative liver failure. Regenerative liver
surgery, with its most advanced concept,
ALPPS (associated liver partition and portal
vein ligation for staged hepatectomy) was
introduced to increase the resectability of
hepatic tumors by stimulating the growth of
the liver parenchyma that is planned to
remain after the radical resection, the so-
called future liver remnant (FLR). This 
article will lead through the development of
regenerative liver surgery, the different 
techniques, particularly related to ALPPS,
touch the topic of liver failure in this context,
give some molecular insights in liver 
regeneration, and will give an outlook on 

possible future perspectives of regenerative
liver surgery. 

In 1920, Rous and Larimore provided the first
experimental evidence of contralateral liver
hypertrophy following portal vein ligation in
rabbits (1). In the late 1980s, Makuuchi et al.
devised preoperative portal vein embolization
(PVE) to induce growth of the FLR, thereby
reducing the risk of liver failure after extended
hepatectomy. In this context the deportalized
liver acts as an auxiliary liver contributing to
the overall liver function until the FLR has
grown enough to take over full liver function
(2,3). Although PVE is an easy applicable
strategy with a low morbidity and mortality,
the maximum volume increase of the FLR is
limited to approximately 40% (4). Failure of
technically successful PVE is thought be due
to portal collateralization and neoangiogenesis
of the deportalized hemiliver from hilar 
vessels and from the contralateral hemiliver. 

IGF: insulin-like growth factor; 
IHCC: intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma;
IL-6: interleukin 6; 
INR: international normalized ratio;
ISGLS: International Study Group of Liver Surgery;
LVD: liver venous deprivation;
MELD: model of end-stage liver disease;
miRNAs: circulating microRNAs;
NASH CRN: non-alcoholic steato-hepatitis Clinical

Research Network 
NELM: neuroendocrine liver metastases;
PCNA: nuclear non-histone protein critical

for DNA synthesis;
PHCC: perihilar cholangiocarcinoma;
PsALPPS: parenchymal sparing ALPPS;
PVE: portal vein embolization;
PVL: portal vein ligation;
RALPPS: radiofrequency assisted ALPPS
RAPID: Resection and partial liver segment 2–3

transplantation with delayed total 
hepatectomy

RAVAS: heterotopic transplantation of 
segments 2 and 3 using the splenic
vein and artery after splenectomy 
and with delayed total hepatectomy;

SFSS: Small for size syndrome;
SLV: Standard liver volume;
TNF- : Tumor necrosis factor alpha; 
TSH: Two-stage hepatectomy;
VEGF: vascular endothelial growth factor. 
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Later, the concept of two-stage hepatectomy
(TSH) was introduced, consisting of two
sequential operations to remove multiple 
bilobar lesions otherwise impossible to remove
by a single hepatectomy (5). First described by
Adam et al, the two sequential operations
were performed without growth induction by
portal vein occlusion (5). Jaeck et al (6) and
Belghiti et al (7) followed up this concept and
added growth induction by PVE and PVL to
TSH.

TSH can be performed in two technical
variations (8):

TSH without PVE or portal vein ligation (PVL)

The liver lobe with the highest tumor burden
(usually the right one) is resected during 
the first stage, inducing hypertrophy of the
contralateral hemiliver. During the second
stage, complete tumor clearance of the FLR is
performed, usually by limited non-anatomical
resections 

TSH with PVL/PVE

The less affected hemiliver, representing the
FLR (usually the left one) is cleared of tumors
during the first stage, in combination with
preoperative / interstage PVE or intraopera-
tive PVL. During the second stage, the lobe
with the highest tumor burden (deportalized
lobe) is removed after obtaining sufficient
hypertrophy of the FLR.

Both strategies do have a certain risk of
tumor progression in the interstage interval
(the interval between the two operations) that
may impede the second (radical) operation.
Resection rates of TSH are usually up to 70%
(5,6).

To further increase resectability,
Schnitzbauer et al. combined portal vein 
ligation with in-situ liver partition to induce
an accelerated liver hypertrophy of the FLR
(9). The procedure was subsequently called
ALPPS (10). This procedure enables a FLR
increase of 80% and more, as opposed to
approximately 40% in PVE/PVL (11), and
reduces the interstage interval to 1-2 weeks. 

A further refinement of PVE is PVE+Seg.IV.
This technique adds embolization of liver 

segment IV portal branches, which results in a
greater FLR hypertrophy when compared to
PVE alone, ranging from 47 to 54% instead 
of 26 to 38% (12). However, this procedure
involves a high risk of injuries of the left portal
vein and segmental portal branches of the 
FLR (13).

Liver venous deprivation (LVD), also called
bi-embolization, is a relatively new concept
consisting of simultaneous PVE and hepatic
vein embolization in the same hemiliver to
induce growth of the FLR. This approach is
based on the prevention of portal collateraliza-
tion and neoangiogenesis of the deportalized
hemiliver, which is very likely due to the 
combined portal hyper-flow and limited
venous outflow on the contralateral growing
hemiliver. Adding venous outflow occlusion on
the side of portal inflow occlusion, increases
the portal pressure inside the liver impeding
the portal collateralization at this level. LVD
may potentially avoid morbidity and mortality
of ALPPS, but seems to stay inferior in terms
of growth of the FLR (14,15).

Another technique of vascular deprivation is
the combination of PVE and artery ligation, the
so-called APEAL (associating portal emboliza-
tion and artery ligation to induce rapid 
liver regeneration in staged hepatectomy), 
consisting in right portal vein embolization 
followed by partial right hepatic artery ligation
and devascularization of the inferior part of
segment IV (without parenchymal transection)
during the first stage surgery (16). A major 
disadvantage of this technique is that depriva-
tion of vascular inflow can lead to substantial
hepatic necrosis. This is the reason why APEAL
is rarely used. 

ALPPS initially recorded unacceptable post-
operative mortality rates going up to 15% (9,
17). Main complications were bile leaks, septic
complications and liver failure. The latter was
considered to occur as a result of a potentially
too short interstage interval of one weeks lead-
ing to sufficient liver hypertrophy, but insuffi-
cient function with immature parenchyma (18).
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Over time, a series of modifications have
been proposed to make this procedure safer
and more efficient:

Delayed ALPPS

The interstage interval between the first and
second stage surgery was prolonged form 7-9
days to 14-21 days, delaying the second opera-
tion to give the FLR the necessary time to
mature its function. This modification led to a
significant decrease of postoperative complica-
tions (19,20).

Partial ALPPS

Incomplete parenchymal transection (50% to
80%) during first stage surgery (21) avoids
complications associated with complete 
transection (bleeding, biliary fistula and infec-
tious complications of the ischemic segment
IV). This variant decreased morbidity and
mortality compared to conventional ALPPS,
while still inducing FLR hypertrophy of 
at least 50% (21,22). This is now a very 
commonly used modification of ALPPS.

Segment IV portal pedicle-sparing ALPPS

Preservation of the main portal pedicles of
segment IV during liver transection in stage 1
avoids ischemia at this level (23). 

PVE – ALPPS

Avoidance of hilar dissection during first stage
surgery, which is needed for right portal vein
ligation. Extensive hilar dissection is known to
increase the risk of operative injuries of hilar
structures during the second stage of surgery
as a result of dense adhesions and/or fibrosis
induced by dissection (22). More so, this
maneuver leaves tumor lesions located close to
the hilum untouched. Following “no touch”
techniques using PVE have been proposed: 

- transhepatic approach of the right portal
vein (RPV), preoperatively or intraopera-
tively (hybrid ALPPS) (24);

- RPV approach via the inferior mesenteric
(mini-ALPPS) (25) or ileocecal portal vein
(TIPE ALPPS / ALPTIPS) (26).

PsALPPS

Increasing the FLR by shifting the transection
plane in favor of the FLR. This is particularly
relevant, when conventional ALPPS is not 
feasible due to insufficient FLR. Possible 
scenarios are: 

• Shifting the transection plane to the
Cantlie’s line (particularly in case of 
perihilar cholangiocarcinoma) (26);

• Shifting the transection plane through 
segment IV, using intraoperative guidance,
preserving part of this segment along 
with the left lateral section (Botea et al,
submitted).

RALPPS, Tourniquet ALPPS

Replacing the transection during the first stage:
• with an avascular plane created using

intraoperative ablative techniques:
Radiofrequency-assisted liver partition
with portal vein ligation for staged hepa-
tectomy (RALPPS) (27);

• with a tourniquet placed around the
parenchymal transection plane using the
hanging maneuver (tourniquet ALPPS)
(28). While easy to perform, it leads to
high risk of operative adverse events
during the second stage (severe adhesion
/fibrosis around the hepatic hilum,
involves parenchymal transection, not
performed during the first stage).

Minimally invasive ALPPS

• Laparoscopic ALPPS, which applies the
same principles as the open approach
(29), or customized to minimal invasive
approach, with partial transection 
during first stage, PVE after stage 1, and
hepatectomy completion during the 
second stage (SMART-ALPPS) (30);

• Robotic ALPPS (31,32).

ALPPS with ligation of the middle hepatic vein

Further enhancement of FLR hypertrophy by
ligating the middle hepatic vein during the
first stage (33).

F. Botea et al
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Monosegment ALPPS

This variant pushes the limit of the FLR down
to only one liver segment (occasionally with the
auxiliary segment 1). Successful cases have
been reported for segments 2, 3, 4 and 6 (34,35).

Rescue ALPPS

This is rather an ALPPS strategy than an
ALPPS variant. Rescue ALPPS is a valid
option after PVE failure (36).

ALPPS is an excellent strategy in the 
treatment of colorectal liver metastases
(CRLM) (37-40), but also a valid indication for
intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (IHCC) (41),
neuroendocrine liver metastases (NELM) (42),
and other rare indications, such as lymphoma
(43). However, in case of hepatocellular 
carcinoma (HCC), particularly in liver cirrhosis
(44,45), perihilar cholangiocarcinoma (PHCC)
(46,47) and gallbladder cancer (GBC) signifi-
cantly higher morbidity and mortality rates
have been reported (48) and further investiga-
tion on the role of ALPPS in these tumor 
entities is needed. For example, in case of
HCC, 90-day mortality was very high when
compared to CRLM (31 vs. 7%). Moreover, 
survival was significantly reduced in patients
older than 61 years (44,45). Liver transection
on a cirrhotic liver is the main source for 
complications in case of HCC, while on a liver
with dilated bile ducts and/or cholangitis is
the main source of complication in case of GBC
and PHCC. Particularly for PHCC, but useful
also for any tumor involving the liver hilum,
no touch techniques to avoid hilum dissection
and consequent tumor exposure were devised
based on portal vein embolization, described
above (24,25,48).

Routine preoperative evaluation (including
blood routine test, coagulation test, and cardio-
pulmonary assessment) is mandatory. The
Child-Pugh classification system combined
with Model of End-Stage Liver Disease
(MELD) scoring system are most used to assess
basic liver function, particularly in cirrhotics.

Common thresholds are a FLR/Standard liver
volume (SLV) of least 20% in normal liver
parenchyma, at least 30% in patients with
chemotherapy, and at least 40% in otherwise
abnormal background liver. Other criteria are
FLR/Body weight (BW) above 0.5% in normal
liver parenchyma, and above 0.8% in other-
wise abnormal background liver (49). Liver
biopsy and pathological examination may be
performed, evaluating the NASH CRN scoring
system (at least F2 defining the abnormal
liver) (50). Indocyanine green plasma disap-
pearance rate may also be used with a cutoff
value of [(FLR/SLV) × ICG-PDR] under 5%.

Contraindications for ALPPS are un-
resectable extrahepatic tumor, unresectable
tumor on FLR, impaired liver function with
liver cirrhosis above compensated Child A 
cirrhosis and portal hypertension (HPVG >10
mmHg), and severe comorbidities, Child-Pugh
Grade not over A 24  (49).

Data on long-term oncological outcome of
ALPPS is limited. However, in case of CRLM,
which by far the most frequent indication for
ALPPS, reported overall survival rates vary
from 28 to 54% at 3 years to 32 to 58 at 5 years
(51). ALPPS in IHCC showed 3-year overall
survival of 21.4%, with better results in case of
R0 resection and single lesions (41). In NELM
2-year overall survival rates of 95.2% were
reported (42). In case of HCC, the 5-year 
overall survival was 46.8% (44,45). More 
long-term outcome data is needed to evaluate
outcomes of ALPPS in GBC and PHCC.

Alternatives techniques to regenerative liver
surgery are parenchyma sparing techniques,
such as enhanced ultrasound-guided one stage
hepatectomy (52,53), adding local ablation to
hepatectomy (54), and hepatectomy with 
vascular resection and reconstruction (55).

Particularly, one stage hepatectomy is
based on a different concept to approach 
multiple and/or large liver lesions. Instead of
enlarging the FLR as much liver parenchyma
as possible is preserved, based on precise
anatomical understanding, and use of intra-
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operative ultrasound (56). Minimizing the
resection margins to 1mm (57), and even 0-
mm margin for tumor in contact with major
vessels (for CRLM, HCC, but not for IHCC)
(58-60), these approaches help to further
increase resectability. How these procedures
compare to regenerative surgery in terms of
long-term oncological outcome has not been
addressed sufficiently so far.

Liver failure after liver resection is a life-
threatening complication that occurs in 1.2 to
32% after major liver resection (61-63).
Internationally, a 90-day mortality 5% after
major liver resection is widely accepted in 
specialized liver centers. Pushing liver resec-
tion to volumetric and functional grey-zones
may overexert the regenerative capacity of 
the liver and put the patient at risk for liver
failure presenting with encephalopathy, 
coagulopathy, prolonged hyperbilirubinemia,
and early postoperative death in the worst-
case scenario. This syndrome is called “small
for-size syndrome” (SFSS), a term adopted
from liver transplantation. SFSS is often
defined by a total serum bilirubin >100 μmol/l,
INR > 2, and encephalopathy grade 3 or 4, 
provided that at least two of these criteria
occur in the first postoperative week for 3 
consecutive days. Technical, immunological, or
infectious causes must be excluded (64). Other
criteria to define liver failure after extensive
resection are the “50–50 criteria”, which are
characterized by a prothrombin time under
50% and serum bilirubin over 50 μml/L on the
fifth postoperative day, predicting more than
50% mortality rate after hepatectomy (65).
The ISGLS (International Study Group of
Liver Surgery) criteria have been proposed to
grade postoperative liver failure in grade A, B,
and C. These criteria are defined as an
increased INR and hyperbilirubinemia on, or
after, the fifth postoperative day (62). Grade A
does not require any change of the clinical
management, Grade B requires specific 
medical treatment, and Grade C requires
invasive treatment. 

To reduce the risk of this serious complica-
tion, it is widely agreed that the FLR is at
least 20% of the original liver size in patients
with normal liver parenchyma, and 30–50% or
even higher in patients with impaired liver
parenchyma, such as liver steatosis, steato-
hepatitis, chronic hepatitis, chemotherapy-
associated liver injury or cirrhosis (66).
Besides the standard static methods like
serum parameters as bilirubin, INR, albumin,
and scores including MELD and Child-Pugh
scores, dynamic (quantitative) tests were
developed for better assessment of liver func-
tion. The indocyanine green (ICG) retention
rate test measures plasma retention of an
intravenously given dye, which is eliminated
hepatically. A plasma retention at 15 minutes
of less than 14% is considered safe for liver
resection, while over 20% is considered a 
contraindication (67). The LiMAx® test is
based on the hepatocyte-specific metabolism of
the 13C-labelled methacetin, which is also
administered intraveneously. This radio-
nuclide is converted into 13CO2, which is
exhaled and measured by the LiMAx®

machine by analyzing the exhaled air of the
patient. A severely impaired liver function is
considered to correspond to a value of 13CO2
<140 µg/kg/h) (68). Hepatobiliary scintigraphy
(hepatobiliary iminodiacetic acid; HIDA) is
another test, which can determine regional
liver function. This is particularly important
when assessing the FLR. HIDA scan works
with 99mtechnetium-labeled mebrofenin,
which is administered intravenously, taken up
by the hepatocyte (In normal individuals, the
uptake is 100%) and excreted in bile. A 
minimum of 2.69%/min/m2 of radioactive tracer
in bile, measured with the gamma camera, is
considered sufficient for safe surgery (3,19). 

Despite adequate liver preoperative assess-
ment, various other factors influence the
regeneration capacity contributing to the risk
of liver failure, such as age, comorbidities, 
and previous chemotherapy (patient-related
factors), other conditions of the liver parenchy-
ma, which are not obvious at the time of 
surgery, such as fibrosis and cholestasis, and
some surgery-related factors, such as more
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extensive resection the preoperatively planned
(e.g. additional metastasectomies or tumor
ablations), injuries of the vascular and or 
biliary structures of the FLR, blood loss,
ischemia reperfusion injury after vascular
clamping, and post-resectional portal hyper-
tension (69-72). 

Therapeutic approaches to overcome the
postoperative liver failure focus on mitigating
liver damage and improving the liver cell 
proliferation. However, these approaches are
ongoing experimental research. Up to date
there is no licensed therapy of liver failure,
except transplantation, is available.
Therefore, prevention of SFSS by accurately
choosing the appropriate surgical strategy is
vital. Thorough assessment of liver volume
and function are important tools to decreases
the risk of SFSS. More so, no tests to accu-
rately evaluate the regenerative capacity of
the liver are currently available in clinical
practice. Identification of factors promoting
liver regeneration, such as circulating epithe-
lial cells, cell-free nucleic acids, specific species
of DNA and RNA etc., in liquid-biopsy samples
are possible options in the future (73,74).
Although an abundance of experimental data
on different pathways and mediators of liver
regeneration are currently available, transla-
tion of these makers to assess liver function
into clinical practice is poor. Further develop-
ments in these field are necessary to avoid
SFSS.

The regenerative capacity of the liver
parenchyma is a unique phenomenon already
acknowledged by the ancient Greeks. There
are a number of redundant pathways 
and mediators that enable recovery of its
metabolic and synthetic functions after liver
resection. Depending on the extent of 
resection, the period for restoration of liver
functions after resection usually varies
between 5 to 7 days. When recovery is not 
possible due to various factors, liver failure
occurs. Therefore, is essential to understand
fundamental mechanisms of liver regenera-

tion to be able to prevent and treat the 
liver failure when that occurs. All mediators
implicated in liver regeneration are potential
predictive biomarkers for liver regeneration
capacity, but almost none of them are available
in clinical practice. The class mediators known
to be involved in this process are: platelets
(75); growth factors, such as hepatocyte
growth factor (HGF) (76,77), epidermal
growth factor (EGF) (78), vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) (79), insulin-like growth
factor (IGF) (80), fibroblast growth factors
(FGFs) (81), angiopoietin (Ang) -1 and -2 (82),
and TGF-β1 (83); cytokines (84), such as tumor
necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) (85),  and inter-
leukin 6 (IL-6) (86, 87); extracellular matrix
(ECM) (88); immunohistochemical markers
for cell proliferation, such as PCNA (nuclear
non-histone protein critical for DNA synthesis)
and Ki-67 (89); circulating microRNAs
(miRNAs), such as the iR-122, miRNA-130b-
5p and miR-431-5p (90, 91).

It seems that hypertrophy is based on the
mature functioning cells that proliferates in
the FLR induced by the above mentioned
mediators (92), only in response to injury (93).
In this setting, almost all (about 95%) hepatic
cells re-enter the cell cycle inducing DNA 
synthesis in 12-24 hours (S phase), with 
complete restoration of human liver mass
after less than 2 cycles of replication in all cells
(93). DNA synthesis starts from periportal
space towards the central vein. Most of the
hypertrophy process occurs during the first 3
days after resection, and completes after 5 to 7
days (94). Activation of cyclin D1 induces the
progression of cell cycle through G1 and entry
into S phase (95). 

Hypertrophy is also stimulated by hemo-
dynamic changes (96), particularly by alter-
ations in portal flow (97). In case of portal vein
embolization (PVE) or ligation (PVL), the flow
is redirected toward the contralateral hemiliver,
stimulating its hypertrophy. This process fails if
recanalization of the occluded portal flow
occurs via neo-collaterals feeding from the
hilum (portal cavernoma) and from the FLR
(98). ALPPS prevents the latter by transecting
the parenchyma, separating the FLR from the
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deportalized liver. In addition to that, the
injury itself further stimulates hypertrophy.
This process was experimentally demonstrated
on pigs (99), but also in the clinical setting
(100). ALPPS stimulates liver regeneration by
combining portal flow changes and parenchy-
mal transection, generating a systematic
response that induces hepatocyte proliferation
and remodeling.  ALPPS increases the portal
pressure more than conventional PVE/PVL
(101), but may be similar when compared to
modified PVE involving the segment 4 (102). 

ALPPS leads to an increased proliferation
of hepatocytes compared to PVL as evidenced
by Ki-67 expression and liver mass gain (103,
104). Moreover, ALPPS strongly activates
TNF-α and HGF, which in turn activate JNK
and MAPK-ERK pathways, also inducing the
expression of cyclin D1 (105). Messenger RNA
(mRNA) levels of cytokines, and cytokine-
induced neutrophil chemoattractant -1 (CINC-
1) are higher in liver tissue following ALPPS
as compared to PVL. This also applies for
VEGF and interferon gamma expression and
early infiltration of liver by inflammatory cells
(101, 106). In ALPPS, genomic evaluation
revealed significant up-regulation of IL-6-
mRNA and TNF-α-mRNA after the first 
stage (103); also the number of Kupffer cells
increases in the same period (107). All of this
change are indicators for increased inflamma-
tory activity.

Histologically, hepatocyte brightness and
sinusoidal narrowing were more frequently
encountered in the FLR after ALPPS than in
PVE, while hepatocyte cell density was greater
and hepatocyte size was smaller. In the depor-
talized liver, hepatocyte atrophy, degeneration
or necrosis, sinusoidal dilation, fibrosis and con-
gestion were more frequently observed in
ALPPS. However, mitochondria and endoplas-
mic reticulum seem to be reduced in the FLR of
ALPPS compared to PVE, indicating a possible
cell immaturity in the setting of ALPPS (18).
Interestingly, while ALPPS is clearly superior
to PVE/PVL in terms of hypertrophy in adults,
in children it seems to be fairly equal (108),
emphasizing the particular regenerative 
capacity of the liver at this age.

The main drawback of liver regeneration in
oncological patients a potential stimulation of
tumor recurrence after liver resection - a
major clinical issue affecting around 50% of
cases (109). This may be due to circulating
cancer cells and/or dormant micrometastases
(110). The regenerative process may stimulate
tumor cell detachment and migration within
the liver remnant or the systemic circulation,
promoting intra- or extrahepatic tumor recur-
rence. The tumor dormancy probably occurs
due to a equilibrium between proliferation and
apoptosis, regulated by a series of factors, such
as angiogenic factors (VEGF, angiopoietin),
growth factors (HGF, EGF), matrix proteins
(thrombospondin), hypoxia-inducible factor 1
alpha (HIF1α), immunological factors (HLA
class I antigens), oncogenes, suppressor genes
and phenotypic characteristics. The regenera-
tion induced by liver resection may disrupt this
equilibrium through its mediators mentioned
above, creating a stimulating environment for
the dormant micrometastases and probably
leading to their activation (111). Certain 
mediators are considered to particularly 
promote tumor recurrence, such as HGF, EGF,
VEGF, TGF-β1 and MMPs (52).On the con-
trary, an ALPPS mouse model with implanted
tumor cells has shown that ALPPS induced
liver regeneration does not appear to enhance
tumor growth in the setting of CRLM (112). 

To further push the limits of regenerative liver
surgery, a concept based on the combination of
liver resection and transplantation, emerging
from auxiliary transplantation, was proposed.
The RAPID concept consists of liver resection
(left lateral sectionectomy or left hemihepate-
ctomy) and partial liver segment II-III trans-
plantation (harvested from deceased or living
donors), followed by delayed total hepatectomy.
(113,114). A variation of this technique, named
RAVAS, was presented in a single case. This
technique involves heterotopic transplanta-
tion of liver segment II-III in the splenic fossa
(after splenectomy) and delayed hepatectomy
after regeneration of the transplanted graft
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(115). All these techniques may make resection
of liver tumors feasible by combining regenera-
tive liver surgery and liver transplantation,
even when FLR is less than 20%. However, 
further clinical studies are needed to critically
evaluate safety and oncological outcome of
these techniques. 

Hepatocyte transplantation has been 
suggested as an liver regeneration method
(116), but it is limited by shortage of donors,
scarce hepatocyte viability and function in cell
culture, hepatocyte susceptibility to cryopreser-
vation damage (117), and difficult engraftment
(118). Therefore, alternative cell therapies have
been proposed using adult liver stem/progeni-
tor cells, fetal liver stem cells, extrahepatic
stem/progenitor cells (embryonic stem cells,
induced pluripotent stem cells, and annex stem
cells), and extrahepatic adult bone marrow
stem cells (endothelial progenitor cells, 
mesenchymal stromal cells, and hematopoietic
stem cells) (119). Liver tissue engineering 
represents another novel method to regenerate
the liver by creating an implantable engineered
hepatic tissue and bioartificial liver device
(119).

Conclusion

ALPPS represents a breakthrough in regenera-
tive liver surgery as is induces a very strong
liver-regenerative response. It is therefore 
suitable for patients with extensive, otherwise
unresectable hepatobiliary malignancies if
careful patient selection is performed. Major
advantage to other forms of portal vein 
occlusion based regenerative liver surgery is
the short interstage interval, which markedly
increases resection rates and reduces drop-out
of patients. Various modifications have been
proposed to improve safety and applicability.
These modifications should be carefully chosen
on a case-by-case basis. Still, the safest way to
increase the FLR is PVE, and ALPPS should be
offered to patients with a very small FLR or
failure of PVE. New developments of regenera-
tive liver surgery involve combination with
liver transplantation (RAPID, RAVAS).
Developments in the future will most likely go

in the direction of bioengineered liver tissue to
overcome current limitations of liver surgery. 

None
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